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IELTS Writing Task 2 
Q-In some countries, young people have little leisure time and are under a lot of pressure to 

work hard in their studies. 

-What do you think are the causes of this? What solutions can you suggest? 
 Model answer 

Some young individuals are finding that they have very little free time. This scenario, in my 

opinion, has two major reasons. The first is parental pressure, and the second is university 

admissions competition. 

 

Every parent wishes for their ward to succeed academically and professionally. This means 

parents put pressure on their children to study at home for several hours each day. Some 

parents even pay for extra tutoring for their children. After their usual day at boring school is 

finished, it is not uncommon for young people in my country to spend another three hours at 

tiny private schools. As a result, they have little free time and are under a great deal of stress. 

 

The second reason has anything to do with higher education. Every year, there are several 

times more university applications than there are available spots. As a result, only students 

with really good marks are able to get housing. This adds to the strain on teens since they 

must work long hours in order to succeed. 

 

One option is to educate parents about the consequences of the pressure they place on their 

children. Parents should be informed that too much pressure can lead to worry, stress, and 

sadness in their children. They should be taught how to assist their children live more 

balanced lives with adequate free time. 

 

Another beneficial solution would be for the government to invest in more university seats. 

This might be accomplished through the expansion of current institutions or the construction 

of new ones. This would make it easier to find establishments that would return part of the 

free lime to teens. 
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